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Abstract—Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networking (VDTN) was 
proposed as a new variant of a delay/disruptive-tolerant 
network, designed for vehicular networks. These networks are 
subject to several limitations including short contact durations, 
connectivity disruptions, network partitions, intermittent 
connectivity, and long delays. To address these connectivity 
issues, an asynchronous, store-carry-and-forward paradigm is 
combined with opportunistic bundle replication, to achieve 
multi-hop data delivery. Since VDTN networks are resource-
constrained, for example in terms of communication 
bandwidth and storage capacity, a key challenge is to provide 
scheduling and dropping policies that can improve the overall 
performance of the network. This paper investigates the 
efficiency and tradeoffs of several scheduling and dropping 
policies enforced in a Spray and Wait routing scheme. It has 
been observed that these policies should give preferential 
treatment to less replicated bundles for a better network 
performance in terms of delivery ratio and average delivery 
delay. 
Keywords- Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks; Delay-
Tolerant Networks; Scheduling Policies; Dropping Policies; 
Performance Analysis 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
The delay-tolerant network (DTN) architecture [1] was 
conceived to support data communication in highly 
challenged environments characterized by any combination 
of the following aspects: sparse connectivity, network 
partitioning, intermittent connectivity, long propagation 
delays, asymmetric data rates, high error rates, and even the 
potential non-existence of a contemporaneous end-to-end 
path. To handle these issues, the DTN architecture 
introduces a bundle layer, which builds a store-and-forward 
overlay network above the transport layers of underlying 
networks [2].  
Although DTN architectural concepts were initially 
proposed to deal with interplanetary connectivity [3], over 
the last years they have been applied in terrestrial 
environments over a wide range of application scenarios 
including underwater networks [4], wildlife tracking 
networks [5], sparse wireless sensor networks [6], transient 
networks [7-9], disaster recovery networks [10], people 
networks [11], and military tactical networks [12].  
Vehicular networks are another example of networks that 
can benefit from the application of the DTN paradigm [13-
15]. It is important to note that these networks are 
characterized by a highly dynamic network topology, and 
short contact durations, which are caused by the high 
velocity of vehicles [16, 17]. In addition, limited 
transmission ranges, physical obstacles, and interferences, 
lead to connectivity disruption and intermittent connectivity 
issues [18]. Furthermore, these networks may be partitioned, 
because of the large distances usually involved and to low 
node density. Hence, a complete path from source to 
destination may not exist for most of the time. 
The vehicular delay-tolerant network (VDTN) 
architecture has been proposed to deal with these challenging 
connectivity issues. VDTN architecture is based on the 
principle of asynchronous, bundle-oriented communication 
from the DTN architecture. However, the design of the 
VDTN network architecture, and its protocol layering, 
considers an Internet protocol (IP) over VDTN approach, 
and features an out-of-band signaling approach, with the 
separation between the control plane and the data plane [15]. 
The effective operation of a VDTN relies on the 
cooperation of network nodes to store-carry-and-forward 
data bundles. In addition, routing protocols may perform 
bundle replication to discover more possible paths, and thus 
increase the bundle delivery rate and decrease the delivery 
delay. However, the problem is that the combination of 
bundle storage during large periods of time and their 
replication leads to high storage and bandwidth overhead. As 
network nodes have limited resources, this may degrade the 
overall network performance. To tackle this problem, 
scheduling and dropping policies are used, determining 
bundle replication order at the contact opportunities, and 
taking bundle drop decisions when buffer space is exhausted. 
This work studies the influence of scheduling and 
dropping policies on the performance of VDTN networks in 
terms of the delivery ratio and the delivery delay. This paper 
extends a preliminary contribution about the impact of 
scheduling and dropping policies for improving the bundles 
delivery time on VDTNs [19]. The paper has been extended 
with the introduction of new scheduling and dropping 
policies, based on distinct criteria, and the performance 
evaluation of the proposals through extensive simulation in 
different scenarios. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II presents a brief overview of the VDTNs 
background, while Section III describes the problem 
statement, and related work. Section IV proposes the 
scheduling and dropping policies studied in this work. 
Section V focuses on the comparative analysis of the 
proposed approaches and Section VI concludes the paper and 
points further research directions. 
 
II. VEHICULAR DELAY-TOLERANT NETWORKS 
Vehicular delay-tolerant networking has been proposed 
to address challenged vehicular communications [15].  
Although VDTN architecture is based on the DTN store-
carry-and-forward model of routing, it presents unique 
characteristics such as i) IP over DTN approach; ii) control 
plane and data plane decoupling; and iii) out-of-band 
signaling.  
Figure 1 shows a comparison between DTN and VDTN 
network architecture layers. As may be seen, DTN 
architecture introduces a bundle layer that creates a store-
and-forward overlay network, allowing the interconnection 
of highly heterogeneous networks [20]. On the contrary, the 
VDTN architecture follows another approach based on IP 
over DTN, placing the DTN-based layer over the data link 
layer. Like on DTN architecture, bundles are also defined as 
the protocol data unit at the VDTN bundle layer. However, 
in a VDTN, a bundle aggregates several IP packets with 
common characteristics, such as the same destination node or 
generated with data from the same application. 
The DTN store-carry-and-forward paradigm is used to 
recover from network partitions, and to cope with node 
sparsity. According to this paradigm, the network nodes keep 
the bundles on their buffers, while waiting for contact 
opportunities to forward them to intermediate nodes, or to 
the final destination. This long-term storage paradigm 
exploits opportunistic contacts between network nodes that 
arise with the vehicles mobility, to bring bundles closer and 
closer to destination. 
Another distinctive feature of the VDTN architecture is 
the separation between control and data planes, as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The VDTN bundle layer is divided into the 
following sublayers: bundle signaling control (BSC) and 
bundle aggregation and de-aggregation (BAD). BSC is 
responsible for executing the control plane functions, such as 
signaling messages exchange, node localization, resources 
reservation (at the data plane) and routing, among others. 
The signaling messages include information such as, but not 
limited to, node type, geographical location, route, velocity, 
data plane link range, power status, storage status, bundle 
format and size, delivery options, and security requirements, 
among others. BAD controls the data plane functions that 
deal with data bundles. These functions include, among 
others, buffer management and scheduling, traffic 
classification, data aggregation/de-aggregation, and 
forwarding.  
VDTN uses out-of-band signaling, meaning that the 
control plane uses a separate, dedicated, low-power, low 
bandwidth, and long-range link to exchange signaling 
information. On the contrary, the data plane uses a high-
power, high bandwidth, and short-range link to exchange 
data bundles. While the control plane link connection is 
always active to allow node discovery, the data plane link 
connection is active only during the estimated contact 
duration time, and if there are data bundles to be exchanged 
between the network nodes. Otherwise, it is not activated. 
The use of out-of-band signaling procedures is described in 
[15, 21], and offers considerable benefits because it not only 
ensures the optimization of the available data plane resources 
[21], but also allows saving power, which is very important 
for power-limited network nodes [15, 22]. 
 
 
Figure 1.  DTN and VDTN network architecture layers. 
Figure 2 shows data exchange between two types of 
network nodes in a VDTN: mobile nodes (e.g., vehicles), and 
stationary relay nodes. Mobile nodes opportunistically 
collect and disseminate data bundles. Stationary relay nodes 
are power limited, fixed devices, which are located at road 
intersections. These nodes increase contact opportunities in 
scenarios with low node density. They allow passing by 
mobile nodes to pickup and deposit data on them. Thus, they 
contribute to increase the bundles delivery ratio and to 
decrease their delivery delay [23].  
 
 
Figure 2.  Illustration of VDTN network nodes exchanging data bundles. 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
VDTNs are characterized by very high node mobility, 
which results in frequent topological changes and network 
partition. In these networks, the node density and the mobile 
nodes mobility pattern have a direct effect over the observed 
transmission opportunities, contact durations, and inter-
contact times.  
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effect of the mobile nodes 
(e.g., vehicles) density and mobile nodes velocity in a 
simulation scenario detailed in Section V. As expected, 
Figure 3 shows that the number of contact opportunities is 
directly related to the number of mobile nodes available on a 
network scenario. Moreover, it allows concluding that the 
number of contact opportunities grows as the mobile nodes 
velocity increases. As may be seen, this effect is more 
pronounced for the scenario with 50 mobile nodes.  
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Figure 3.  Number of contacts per hour between network nodes, with 25 or 
50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 Km/h or 50 Km/h. 
Figure 4 shows that VDTN network nodes register short 
contact durations, due to the velocity of mobile nodes. As 
mobile nodes move at a faster speed, more contacts are 
registered, but the contact duration decreases even more. 
This impacts bundles transmission, since the available 
bandwidth is further restricted, which may turnout to be 
insufficient to transmit all intended bundles.  
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Figure 4.  Contact durations with 25 or 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 
30 Km/h or 50 Km/h. 
Moreover, in such challenged scenarios, long-term 
storage is often combined with replication-based routing 
schemes [24]. Spreading multiple copies of bundles to 
several network nodes improves the delivery rate and/or 
reduces the delivery latency. However, in a resource-
constrained network, these techniques can cause contention 
for network resources (e.g., bandwidth and storage), and can 
greatly influence the performance of routing protocols [25-
27].  
This emphasizes the need for efficient scheduling 
policies to decide the order by which bundles are transmitted 
at the brief contact opportunities, and efficient drop policies 
to decide which bundles are discarded when a node’s buffer 
is full. Although scheduling policies and dropping policies 
play an important role in improving the overall performance 
of any DTN-based network, to the best our knowledge, little 
research has been done in this field. 
In [28], Lindgren and Phanse compare the performance 
of Epidemic [29] and PRoPHET [30] routing protocols when 
different combinations of queuing and forwarding policies 
are used. They show that these policies can optimize the 
limited system resources utilization, leading to performance 
improvement of the routing protocols, in terms of message 
delivery, overhead, and end-to-end delay. They also 
conclude that when bandwidth is limited, it is not enough 
only to decide what messages should be forwarded, but also 
the order in which they must be forwarded. 
In [31], Zhang et al. present an analysis of buffer-
constrained Epidemic routing. Simple buffer management 
policies are evaluated. The authors conclude that with 
adequate buffer management schemes, smaller buffers can 
be used without negative impact on the delivery ratio 
observed with this routing protocol. 
In [32], Krifa et al. also base their study on Epidemic 
routing. The authors consider the theory of encounter-based 
message dissemination to propose an optimal buffer 
management policy based on global knowledge about the 
network. This policy can either maximize the average 
delivery probability or minimize the average delivery delay. 
In [33], Erramilli and Crovella observe that it is 
important to study forwarding and dropping policies 
independently of each other. The focus of their work is on 
comparing message prioritization schemes (for transmission 
or dropping) that do not take into account network 
information with schemes based on delegation forwarding 
algorithms [34]. The authors conclude that the latter schemes 
perform better in terms of delivery rate, delay and cost. 
Based on their results, the authors also state that forwarding 
policies have less impact in the network performance than 
dropping policies.  
In [35], Li et al. study the impact of buffer management 
strategies under Epidemic routing. They propose a 
congestion control mechanism called N-Drop. This policy 
takes into account the number of times a message has been 
forwarded, and a threshold related to the size of the buffer, to 
decide which messages should be dropped when buffer 
overflow occurs. 
 
 
IV. SCHEDULING AND DROPPING POLICIES 
As part of the resource allocation mechanisms, each 
VDTN network node must implement some queuing 
discipline that governs how data bundles are buffered while 
being carried and waiting to be transmitted. This queuing 
discipline, illustrated in Figure 5, consists of both a 
scheduling and a dropping policy. The scheduling policy 
determines the order in which bundles are transmitted at a 
contact opportunity. The dropping policy selects bundles to 
be dropped upon buffer overflow.  
 
 
Figure 5.  Illustration of a queueing discipline composed by a scheduling 
and a dropping policies. 
This section describes several scheduling and dropping 
policies, and identifies some variations that can be applied to 
them. Their performance is evaluated and compared through 
a simulation study in Section V. 
 
A. Scheduling Policies 
The following scheduling policies are considered and 
studied in this work. 
 
FIFO: FIFO orders bundles to be transmitted at a contact 
opportunity, based on their arrival time at the node’s 
buffer (based on a first-come, first-served approach).  
Random: Due to short contact duration and finite 
bandwidth, FIFO approach may only serve bundles that 
arrived first to the node’s buffer. To avoid this situation, 
random scheduling policy selects bundles randomly 
within a queue.  
Remaining Lifetime (RL): Both FIFO and Random 
scheduling policies do not take into account the time-to-
live (TTL) of bundles. TTL is a timeout value that 
expresses the amount of time that bundles should be 
stored before being discarded, since they are no longer 
meaningful. Remaining Lifetime scheduling policy 
orders bundles based on their remaining TTL. Two 
variations of this scheduling policy are considered, 
either (i) bundles with smaller remaining TTLs are 
scheduled to be sent first (RL Ascending Order) or (ii) 
bundles with longer remaining TTLs are scheduled to be 
sent first (RL Descending Order). 
Replicated Copies (RC): This scheduling policy assumes 
that nodes keep track of the number of times each 
bundle has been replicated. Hence, two variations of RC 
policy may be considered. On the first, bundles that 
have been less replicated are scheduled to be sent first 
(RC Ascending Order) or, in the second, bundles that 
have been more replicated are scheduled to be sent first 
(RC Descending Order).  
 
Both Remaining Lifetime and Replicated Copies 
scheduling policies need a tiebreaking rule. In the case of RL 
scheduling policy, a node may store in its buffer more than 
one bundle with the same remaining lifetime. The same 
happens with RC scheduling policy, where a node may store 
bundles that have been replicated the same number of times. 
FIFO or Random scheduling policies can be applied to 
tiebreak these cases. 
 
B. Dropping Policies 
The following dropping policies are considered in this 
work. 
 
Drop Head: This dropping policy discards the bundle that 
has been stored for the longest period of time in the 
node’s buffer, to create available apace for the next 
incoming bundle. 
Random: When a receiving buffer is congested, this 
dropping policy randomly selects one of the bundles 
within a queue to be dropped. 
Remaining Lifetime (RL): Remaining Lifetime dropping 
policy selects bundles that get discarded based on their 
remaining TTL. Two variations of this policy are 
considered, either (i) the bundle with the smallest 
remaining TTL is discarded first (RL Ascending Order) 
or (ii) the bundle with the longest remaining TTL is 
discarded first (RL Descending Order). 
Replicated Copies (RC): When buffer overflow occurs, the 
number of times each bundle has been replicated can be 
used to decide which bundle should be dropped. The 
following two variations of RC dropping policy may be 
used: (i) the bundle that has been less replicated is 
dropped first (RC Ascending Order) or (ii) the bundle 
that has been more replicated is dropped first (RC 
Descending Order).  
 
For the same above-mentioned reasons, a tiebreaking rule 
must be used for both Remaining Lifetime and Replicated 
Copies dropping policies. FIFO or Random scheduling 
policies can be applied to tiebreak. 
 
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
This section investigates the effect of the above described 
scheduling and dropping policies on the performance of a 
vehicular delay-tolerant network. The study was conducted 
by simulation using a modified version of the Opportunistic 
Network Environment (ONE) simulator [36]. ONE was 
modified to support the VDTN layered architecture model 
proposed in [15]. Additional modules were developed to 
implement the scheduling and dropping policies. Next 
subsections describe the simulation scenario and the 
corresponding performance analysis. 
 
A. Simulation Scenario Parameters 
The simulation scenario is based on a map-based model 
of a part of the city of Helsinki presented in Figure 6. During 
a 12 hours period of time (e.g., from 8:00 to 20:00), mobile 
nodes (e.g. vehicles) move on the map roads between 
random locations, with random pause times between 5 and 
15 minutes. To obtain scenarios with different numbers of 
contact opportunities we change the number of mobile nodes 
between 25 and 50 across the simulations. We also vary the 
mobile nodes average velocity between 30 Km/h and 50 
Km/h, to obtain scenarios with different contact durations. 
Each of the mobile nodes has a 25 Megabytes buffer. 
To increase the number of contact opportunities, five 
stationary relay nodes were placed at the road as may be seen 
in Figure 6. Each stationary relay node has a 500 Megabytes 
buffer.  
 
 
Figure 6.  Helsinki simulation scenario (area of 4500×3400 meters), with 
the locations of the stationary relay nodes. 
Data bundles are generated using an inter-bundle creation 
interval that is uniformly distributed in the range of [15, 30] 
(seconds), and have random source and destination vehicles. 
Data bundles size is uniformly distributed in the range of 
[250 KB, 2 MB] (bytes). Bundles have a time-to-live (TTL) 
that changes between 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 minutes, 
across the simulations, and are discarded when the TTL 
expires. Increasing TTL leads to having more bundles stored 
at the network nodes’ buffers, and during larger periods of 
time. Therefore, more bundles will be exchanged between 
network nodes, and this will also potentially increase buffer 
overflows. All network nodes use a data plane link 
connection with a transmission data rate of 4.5 Mbps and an 
omni-directional transmission range of 30 meters, as 
proposed in [37]. 
Spray and Wait [38] is used as the underlying DTN 
routing scheme. Spray and Wait routing limits the number of 
bundle replicas (copies), and it assumes two main phases. In 
the “spray phase”, for each original bundle, L bundle copies 
are spread to L distinct relay nodes. At the “wait phase”, 
using direct transmission, it waits until any of the L relays 
finds the destination node. This work considers a binary 
spraying method, where the source node starts with a number 
of copies N (assuming 12, in this study) to be transmitted 
(“sprayed”) per bundle. Then, at any node A that has more 
than 1 bundle copies and encounters any other node B that 
does not have a copy, forwards to B N/2 bundle copies and 
keeps the rest of the copies. When a node carries only 1 copy 
left, it only forwards it to the final destination. 
Performance metrics considered in this study are the 
bundle delivery probability (measured as the relation of the 
number of unique delivered bundles to the number of 
bundles sent), as well as the bundle delivery delay (measured 
as the time between bundles creation and delivery). We 
measure the different performance results for the 
combination of the above-described scheduling and dropping 
policies, presented at Table I. A designation for each 
scheduling/dropping policy pair was created in order to 
improve chart readability in the next subsection. FIFO policy 
is used as a base-case of comparison with the other proposed 
policies. The results presented in the next subsection are 
averages from 12 simulation runs. 
TABLE I.  COMBINED SCHEDULING AND DROPPING POLICIES 
Designation Scheduling  Policy 
Dropping  
Policy 
Tie-
break  
FIFO FIFO Head Drop  - 
Random Random Random - 
RL ASC Remaining Lifetime Ascending Order 
Remaining Lifetime 
Descending Order FIFO 
RL DESC Remaining Lifetime Descending Order 
Remaining Lifetime 
Ascending Order FIFO 
RC ASC Replicated Copies Ascending Order 
Replicated Copies 
Descending Order 
RL 
DESC 
RC DESC Replicated Copies Descending Order 
Replicated Copies 
Ascending Order 
RL 
DESC 
 
B. Performance Analysis for a Scenario with 25 Vehicles 
The evaluation study starts with a comparison of the 
delivery probability registered when 25 vehicles move with a 
speed of 30 Km/h. Figure 7 shows that when the initial 
bundles’ TTL is lower than 120 minutes, FIFO, Random, RL 
ASC, and RC DESC policies register similar delivery 
probabilities. However, when the TTL is great than 120 
minutes, RC DESC policy performs much worse than the 
other policies. This means that scheduling bundles that have 
been more replicated to be sent first, is not a good option.  
Enforcing a RL DESC policy and, therefore, giving 
preferential treatment to bundles with larger remaining 
lifetimes, leads to increase the delivery ratio when compared 
to those policies. Since bundles exchanged between network 
nodes will have longer remaining lifetimes, this increases 
their probability to be relayed more times between network 
nodes, until eventually reaching the destination. This figure 
shows that when the initial bundles’ TTL is equal or lower 
than 150 minutes, RL DESC increases the delivery 
probability about 3% for TTL=60min., 5% for TTL=90min., 
5% for TTL=120min., 4% for TTL=150min., and 2% for 
TTL=180min., when compared to the traditional FIFO 
policy. For a TTL of 180 minutes, RC DESC and FIFO 
register a similar delivery probability. 
RC ASC policy improves these results further. This 
policy gives preferential treatment to bundles that have been 
less replicated, using as a tiebreak criterion for bundles that 
have been replicated the same amount of times, a second 
scheduling policy - RL DESC. As may be observed, when 
RC ASC policy is compared to FIFO, it provides up to 3%, 
6%, 7%, 6%, 6% and 5% of gain in delivery ratio, 
respectively, across all simulations. 
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Figure 7.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 
with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between average delay and 
(initial) bundles TTL, for the combinations of scheduling and 
dropping policies considered. Average delay is an interesting 
metric, since minimizing the delivery delay reduces the time 
that bundles spend in the network and, thus, reduces the 
contention for resources. 
As expected, the observed results show that deploying a 
RL DESC based policy and, therefore, giving preferential 
treatment to bundles with larger remaining TTLs, decreases 
the bundle average delay considerably. This policy performs 
better than the others in this performance metric. On the 
contrary, the other variant of RL policy - RL ASC - gives 
preferential treatment to bundles with lower remaining 
lifetimes, trying to deliver them before expiring. This results 
in the worst average delays across all simulations.  
FIFO criterion based on the order of bundle arrival to the 
buffer, also leads to longer average delays. When RL DESC 
policy is compared to FIFO, bundles arrive at the destination 
nodes approximately 1, 3, 8, 14, 16, and 18 minutes sooner, 
in average. As a final note to Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen 
that RC ASC outperforms all the other policies in terms of 
delivery probability, presenting the second best results in 
terms of delivery delay, due to its tiebreak criterion. 
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Figure 8.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  
with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 
 
Although the increase of vehicles average speed from 30 
Km/h to 50 Km/h increases the number of contact 
opportunities (Figure 3), it decreases the contact duration 
(Figure 4). Hence, the number of bundles exchanged during 
a contact opportunity also decreases. As may be seen 
through the comparison between results shown in Figures 7 
and 9, this resulted in lower delivery ratios for all 
combinations of scheduling and dropping policies, across all 
simulations. In this scenario, the difference in terms of 
performance between the policies decreases. The values of 
delivery ratio for RL DESC are close to the ones observed 
with RC ASC. Nevertheless, Figure 9 shows that RC ASC 
still performs better than the other policies, increasing about 
3%, 4%, 8%, 8%, 7%, and 5% for each of the considered 
values of TTL, the bundle delivery probability, when 
compared to FIFO. Figure 10 shows that FIFO and RL ASC 
present the higher average delivery delay values. The 
difference, in terms of the average delay observed for RL 
DESC and RC ASC, increased for TTLs higher than 90 
minutes, when compared to the results shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 9.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 
with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
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Figure 10.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  
with 25 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
C. Performance Analysis for the Scenario with 50 Vehicles 
The second scenario considers 50 vehicles moving across 
the map (Figure 6). As shown in Figure 3, increasing node 
density the number of contact opportunities also increases. 
Then, it increases the number of relayed bundles and, 
potentially, causes more contention for network resources. 
Recall that the traffic generated is equal on both scenarios. 
A comparison between results depicted in Figures 7 and 
11 shows that policies have the same behavior and the 
delivery probability increases for all policies (Figure 11), 
when compared with the first scenario (Figure 7). 
Furthermore, this analysis also reveals that RC ASC registers 
the best results in terms of the delivery ratio, irrespective of 
the number of mobile nodes. In this second scenario, when 
vehicles move with an average speed of 30 Km/h, it presents 
gains of 4%, 9%, 6%, 6%, 4% and 5% for each of the 
considered values of TTL, respectively, when compared to 
the FIFO policy (Figure 11).  
Figure 12 confirms the conclusions obtained in the first 
scenario. Although RC ASC policy requires slightly more 
time to deliver bundles than RL DESC, it achieves a higher 
delivery ratio (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 
with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 
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Figure 12.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  
with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 30 km/h. 
 
Following the results shown in the previous scenario, 
increasing the vehicles average speed to 50 Km/h, decrease 
the number of successfully delivered bundles (Figures 11 
and 13). However, it is interesting to observe that RC ASC 
policy is less affected by this change than the remaining 
policies. Due to this fact, RC ASC shows greatest 
improvements. Compared to FIFO, RC ASC increases the 
delivery probability in 6%, 11%, 11%, 10%, 6%, and 7% for 
each of the considered values of TTL, respectively.  
As previously observed, the gains in the delivery ratio 
performance metric are attenuated when bundles have a large 
TTL. This is due to the fact that network nodes have large 
buffers and can carry and exchange these bundles during 
longer periods of time before expiring. However, increasing 
the TTL reinforces the improvement on average delay. When 
comparing with FIFO, bundles arrive at the destination nodes 
approximately 1, 4, 8, 12, 17, and 20 minutes sooner in 
average, if RC ASC policy is used. 
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Figure 13.  Bundle delivery probability as function of TTL in a scenario 
with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
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Figure 14.  Bundle average delay as function of TTL in a scenario  
with 50 vehicles moving at a speed of 50 km/h. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper focused on the impact of scheduling and 
dropping policies on the performance of vehicular delay-
tolerant networks. This work tried to find a good alternative 
to the traditional FIFO scheduling with “drop head” 
dropping policy, which would improve the VDTN network 
performance. In this context, several combinations of 
scheduling and dropping policies were proposed, and their 
relative performance was analyzed in terms of bundle 
delivery probability and average delivery delay. These 
policies were enforced on a Spray and Wait routing scheme. 
This study considered two urban scenarios with different 
node densities and contact durations. The simulation results 
reveal a good performance obtained by a combination of a 
scheduling policy and a dropping policy that gives 
preferential treatment to less replicated bundles. It has been 
shown that such an approach outperforms the commonly 
used FIFO scheduling and “drop head” buffer management, 
in both performance metrics. This result was obtained and 
confirmed for all simulation scenarios. 
For future work, we plan to investigate the use of 
scheduling and routing strategies based on geographical 
information for VDTNs. 
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